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INTRODUCTION
There is a historical association between immigrant communities being
street vendors in the United States and experiencing over-policing, societal
stigmas, and stereotypes. Their means of work and financial stability have
been viewed as informal and improper compared to their ethnic majority
counterparts. For example, the recent glorification of “shop local” and “buy
local” has disproportionately excluded many street vendors, but many supporters have used this to fight back against the violence directed toward
street vendors in their communities (e.g., exposure through a social media
post or establishing a GoFundMe account for a vendor).
In this article, I explore how racialized identities of street vendors have
exacerbated the criminalization of ethnic minority workers in the United
States economy, specifically in California. The contemporary moments and
problems, like those posed at Super Bowl LVI, will highlight the ongoing
effects of ‘crimmigration,’ the intersection of criminal and immigration
law, on street vendors since the Immigration Reform and Control Act of
1986. I will argue that street vendors face systematic barriers, including
safety at work, owing to harassment by law enforcement and street violence. These arguments arise from in-depth interviews with street vendors
from San Joaquin County. Research on street vendors overwhelmingly discusses the consequences of racial politics and over-policing, such as harassment, issuance of fines, and compromising one’s dignity to support
themself and/or their family. Even when street vendors legitimately obtain
licenses and/or permits, they describe their work as over-scrutinized by local authorities and other civilians who do not approve of their means.
STREET VENDORS TARGETED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
HOMELAND SECURITY AT SUPER BOWL LVI
“What hurts the most is not that they take it away but that it all goes to
the trash. Whether it’s food that they are confiscating or clothes; it all ends
up in the trash. That’s our livelihood thrown away,” said Rubén Leon
Sanchez, a street vendor for over ten years, who sold hot dogs outside the
SoFi stadium in Los Angeles, California, on Super Bowl Sunday.1
On February 13, 2022, Super Bowl LVI was played at SoFi Stadium in
Los Angeles, CA. On February 9, 2022, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) confirmed that its support for the Super Bowl included security assistance from more than 500 DHS personnel, including Immigration

1. Janette Villafana, The Super Bowl Brought Ice Agents to Los Angeles to Target Street
Vendors on One of the Busiest Weekends of the Year, L.A. TACO (Feb. 14, 2022),
https://www.lataco.com/super-bowl-ice-agents-street-vending/
[https://perma.cc/Q59A4U6M] (emphasis added).
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and Customs Enforcement (ICE).2 (Figure 1). Each year, the Operation
Team Player (OTP), developed by the HSI-led National Intellectual Property Rights Coordination Center (IPR Center), plays a key role at the Super
Bowl.3 OTP’s mission is to crackdown on the illegal importation of counterfeit sports apparel and entertainment merchandise.4 “The theft of intellectual property and trade in fake goods threaten America’s economic vitality, national security, and the American people’s health and safety,”
stated Pete Flores, Executive Assistant Commissioner, Office of Field Operations for U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP).5 It is alleged that
the targeted contraband enables additional criminality.6 In support of the
teamwork effort, Steve Francis, Acting Executive Associate Director for
HIS, said, “Our collaboration with the NFL is one critical step in our global
effort to prevent criminals from profiting from unsuspecting consumers
through the sale of counterfeit trademarked sports apparel and merchandise.”7

2. DHS Partners with State and Local Officials to Secure Super Bowl LVI, DHS (Feb.
9, 2022), https://www.dhs.gov/news/2022/02/09/dhs-partners-state-and-local-officialssecure-super-bowl-lvicure-super-bowl-lvi [https://perma.cc/J2G2-KXXY].
3. IPR Center seizes $97.8M in counterfeit sports merchandise during annual Operation Team Player, ICE (Feb. 10, 2022), https://www.ice.gov/news/releases/ipr-centerseizes-978m-counterfeit-sports-merchandise-during-annual-operation-team
[https://perma.cc/W9SL-7QDA].
4. Id.
5. Id.
6. Id.
7. ICE, supra note 3.
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Fig. 1. A Twitter post by ICE, on February 11, 2022, claimed that
their team is geared up to keep communities, vendors, and consumers safe.8
The “crackdowns” and sweeps started about a week before the main
event as reports of ICE sightings began to circulate on social media platforms.9 (Figure 2). James Curry, a spokesperson for Homeland Security Investigations, claimed that people may have confused intellectual property
enforcement with immigration enforcement.10 “The Super Bowl is one of
those places where you’re not allowed to conduct any ICE immigration enforcement action whatsoever,” said Curry.11 While understanding the importance of public health and safety for an event that brought a reported
crowd of more than 70,000 to SoFi Stadium, street vendor advocates witnessed this intimidation tactic to deter street vendors.12 The Los Angeles
Street Vending Campaign (LASVC), “a coalition of street vendor leaders
8. ICE (@ICEgov), TWITTER (Feb. 11, 2022, 9:02 AM), https://twitter.com/ICEgov/status/1492182250703794182?s=20&t=zYf4cJKBswV5Zfzdxi882g [https://perma.cc/6JTDMF3R].
9. Villafana, supra note 1.
10. Andrew Campa, For street vendors, the Super Bowl could mean a bonanza, L.A.
TIMES (Feb. 12, 2022, 5:00 AM), https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-02-12/forstreet-vendors-the-super-bowl-could-mean-a-bonanza [https://perma.cc/P8WS-G4KQ].
11. Campa, supra note 10.
12. Villafana, supra note 1.
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and advocates,” released a statement urging elected officials to take action
to prevent public resources from being used to criminalize vendors. The
statement also reported how officers from various federal agencies were
targeting and criminalizing merchandise vendors who make their living in
areas around Los Angeles County.13 Street vendors are often immigrants,
seniors, women, and people of color.14 The request for action and protection
of street vendors was undersigned by over 25 ally organizations, including
the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) Southern California and Loyola Law School’s Immigrant Justice Clinic.15

Fig. 2. An example of a social media post from Twitter that eventually circulated on multiple platforms, including Facebook and Instagram. The “tweet” was created five days before the Super
Bowl.16
The law is a tool that can be used to protect and free individuals, but it
can also be weaponized to target and discriminate against others. It is blatantly problematic that ICE is the entity enforcing intellectual property laws
on immigrant vendors. It is inevitable to have such operational efforts
driven without both explicit and implicit biases. On February 13, 2022, ICE
posted on Twitter to report that they seized $97 million worth of counterfeit
merchandise.17 The post reads: “There’s misinformation being shared about
ICE’s role in supporting #SBLVI. We’re preventing/stopping vendors from

13. Id.
14. Id.
15. Id.
16. Vick (@drew_quirarte), TWITTER (Feb. 8, 2022, 6:35 PM), https://twitter.com/mariposita_lex/status/1491667468607102978 [https://perma.cc/695G-7SSJ].
17. ICE (@ICEgov), TWITTER (Feb. 13, 2022, 10:06 AM), https://twitter.com/ICEgov/status/1492923038505000970?s=20&t=zYf4cJKBswV5Zfzdxi882g
[https://perma.cc/WK2X-SFSR].
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selling you #FakeMerch (seized $97M worth this week) and combatting
human trafficking. We’re transparent about this work.”18 ICE’s official
website also includes a YouTube video named “Counterfeit Merchandise
Operations,” that documents HSI special agents as they survey pop-up
shops through surveillance and intelligence as early as February 5, 2022. 19
The recorded agent is in “plain” clothes (i.e., not in an official uniform),
and is shown bagging up confiscated sports merchandise in a black bag.20
The HSI agent concludes the video by [laughing] stating, “If the deal is too
good to be true, it probably is.”21 The Super Bowl is one of many sporting
events that street vendors rely on for sales. However, major sports and entertainment centers (i.e., SoFi Stadium) tend to typically be “conflictzones” associated to street vending and where street vendors are aggressively excluded.22 These areas have the highest rates of pedestrian and vehicular congestion, total commercial activity, and land values; yet, they are
the foci for tensions about street vending.23 Consequently, sometimes supervisors of inspectors and police order agents to “crackdown on street vendors” to respond to media criticism, reduce congestion and disorder and
clear the streets for a major event via authoritarian modes of behavior.24
While the DHS and accompanied agencies concluded their “successful”
counterfeit operation, many Los Angeles street vendors and advocates
worry about future incidents with officials and other major events, like the
World Cup in 2026 and the L.A. Olympics coming in 2028.25
“I tell other vendors that we should not be scared. We know our rights.
We need to stick together, por que juntos nadie nos detiene (together, nobody can stop us). We just hope they let us sell in peace, we sell, we clean,
we leave,” Sanchez concluded, as he felt hopeful on the day before the
Super Bowl.26
This report will discuss what legal protections Sanchez and other street
vendors have while complying with regulations set by cities, counties, and
the state. In addition, the report will also explore the significant legal repercussions and consequences of unlawful street vending.

18. Id.
19. Homeland Security Investigations Special Agents Support Super Bowl Public Safety
Efforts: Intellectual Property Rights, ICE (Aug. 25, 2022), https://www.ice.gov/features/superbowl56 [https://perma.cc/B6DV-LDUP].
20. Id.
21. Id.
22. Ray Bromley, Street Vending and Public Policy: A Global Review, 20 INT’L J. SOCIO.
& SOC. POL’Y, 1, 15-16 (Feb. 2000).
23. Id. at 16.
24. Bromley, supra note 22, at 18.
25. Villafana, supra note 1.
26. Id. (emphasis added).
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STREET VENDING AND ITS PLACE IN THE INFORMAL
ECONOMY
As a legal matter, what is street vending? Street vending is defined as
“the retail or wholesale trading of goods and services in streets and other
related public axes such as alleyways, avenues and boulevards.”27 Some
vending occurs in a fixed location, whereas other vending is mobile and
makes use of carts, tricycles, or motor vehicles.28 Vending may be practiced
full time, part time, seasonally, or occasionally by businesses ranging from
one-person micro-enterprises through numerous forms of partnerships,
family businesses, franchisees, pieceworkers, and wageworkers of brickand-mortar firms.29 In the 2012 Economic Census, food vendors reported
revenues of approximately $660 million.30
Some scholars have noted that street vending constitutes a significant
subset of “informal income-generating activity,” or economic activity that
uses illegal means (i.e., not having a permit or license to operate) to produce
legal products.31 Street vending can also be viewed as a refusal to be constrained by traditional economic structures, thereby “displaying their
agency and […] resisting varying obstacles and obstructions in their
lives.”32 Even though there is limited systematic information available on
street vendors (i.e., very few censuses on street vendors have been completed), the rapid increase in street vending seems to be caused by “the economic crisis,” “mass underemployment,” “excessive migration from rural
areas,” and “the growth of the informal sector.”33 Dick Carpenter II, who
surveyed street vendors in the 50 largest cities in the United States over a
three-month period in 2013, concluded that, “This lack of information
means elected officials in U.S. cities typically make decisions about vending regulations informed largely by anecdote and plagued by partial understanding.”34

27. Bromley, supra note 22, at 18.
28. Id. at 2.
29. Id. at 2.
30. Dick M. Carpenter II, Street Vending in the United States: A Unique Dataset from a
Survey of Street Vendors in America’s Largest Cities, 20 CITYSCAPE: J. POL’Y DEV. & RSCH.
245, 245 (2018) https://www.huduser.gov/portal/periodicals/cityscpe/vol20num3/ch13.pdf
[https://perma.cc/B4RV-K8YR].
31. Fazila Bhimji, Struggles, Urban Citizenship, And Belonging: The Experience of Undocumented Street Vendors and Food Truck Owners in Los Angeles, 39 URB.
ANTHROPOLOGY & STUD. CULTURAL SYS. & WORLD ECON. DEV. 455, 458 (2010).
32. Id.
33. Bromley, supra note 22, at 2.
34. Carpenter, supra note 30, at 246.
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LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF ECONOMIC EXCLUSION**
The economic exclusion of undocumented immigrants is one of the
consequences resulting from the intersection of street vending and ‘crimmigration.’ The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA) was
signed into law by President Ronald Reagan on November 6, 1986.35 Simultaneously during the immigration reform movement of 1971 to 1986,
there was economic downturn and a recession, which was accompanied by
the circulation of a disturbing xenophobic discourse in the mass media.36
The xenophobic discourse blamed Mexicans and Central American immigrants for economic and social problems, including the rise in crime and
drug addition, the lack of respect for law and order, and increased unemployment rates. Some even noted that they posed a threat to national security (i.e., speaking Spanish threatens the “American Way of Life”).37 Analogous to contemporary discourse perspectives towards immigrant
communities, undocumented immigrants were blamed for high taxes alleged to result from their utilization of welfare, unemployment compensation, food stamps, and other social services.38 (This is false. The California
Employment Development Department (EDD), the agency that decides
who has the right to unemployment insurance, has determined that undocumented workers are not, “available for work,” because they are not legally
eligible for work.)39 The objective of IRCA was to deter unlawful immigration and eliminate the problems allegedly caused by “illegal aliens,” that
was amplified and weaponized by the mass media.40 Thus, IRCA represented a juridical manifestation of subjective immigration reform in hopes
of restructuring the American economy, specifically in order to escape and
alleviate the economic crisis after the Vietnam War and “a loss of the hegemony over the world economy which the U.S. enjoyed after the Second
World War.”41

**
After the completion of this article, the author wanted to note that Governor Newsom has
since passed Senate Bill 972, that eliminates, some, but not all, of the barriers. See Cal.
Health & Safety Code § 113818 (2022). In short, it allows local health departments to use
their discretion to approve innovative designs for mobile food equipment, and it removes
criminal penalties for code violations for sidewalk street vendors.
35. Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-603, §1(a), 100 Stat.
3359, 3359.
36. Eliot Lee Grossman, Day Laborers and Street Vendors in Los Angeles: Survival
Strategies in the Times of Simpson-Rodino, 47 GUILD PRAC. 97, 97-99 (1990).
37. Id.
38. Id.
39. Employment Rights of Undocumented Workers, LEGAL AID AT WORK (2022),
https://legalaidatwork.org/factsheet/undocumented-workers-employment-rights/
[https://perma.cc/Q7R9-BF63].
40. Grossman, supra note 36, at 97.
41. Id. at 99.
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IRCA made undocumented workers into “outlaws.”42 Pursuant to provisions of IRCA, “Making Employment of Unauthorized Aliens Unlawful”, it is illegal to hire undocumented workers, and an employer will be
penalized if they do so.43 The civil penalty for an employer includes a civil
fine of “not less than $100 and not more than $1,000 for each individual”
hired unlawfully.44 Additionally, the criminal penalty includes “no more
than $3,000 for each unauthorized alien,” and the employer can be “imprisoned for not more than six months” if there is a showing of “pattern and
practice” of unlawful hiring.45 However, under Section 274A, the employer
can assert an affirmative defense if the “person or entity can establish that
it has complied in good faith” when collecting the required documents that
are necessary for employment, but turned out to be fraudulent (i.e., an issued identity document).46 Moreover, as noted by experts in U.S. immigration policy, the affirmative defense or “loophole in IRCA is to assure that
there is no interruption in the supply of cheap immigrant labor at no risk to
employers,” which creates working conditions that are susceptible to exploitation and eliminates the ability to unionize.47 In contrast to employers,
the undocumented immigrant who presents fraudulent papers to secure employments faces possible felony charges punishable by being “imprisoned
not more than two years” and be fined “not more than not $10,000.”48 IRCA
reflects the intersectionality of criminal and immigration law [and labor and
employment law], and how it was strategically designed and implied to
“control illegal immigration.” Because of IRCA’s implementation of controlling immigration and efforts, an undocumented worker must violate the
law in order to obtain employment49
Street vending became a survival strategy and a vital economic opportunity for ethnic minority workers in California. As attorney Eliot Grossman proposes in his article, Day Laborers and Street Vendors in Los Angeles: Survival Strategies in the Times of Simpson-Rodino, undocumented
workers only had two options in the times of IRCA (also called the Simpson-Rodino Bill). Undocumented workers could: “(1) enter the ‘informal’
or ‘hidden’ economy by accepting payment in cash at less than the minimum wage, with little or no legal protection with regard to working conditions, safety, etc.; or (2) to use phony I.D. to obtain employment in the regular economy, putting themselves in constant danger of losing their jobs
42. Id. at 98.
43. Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-603, §1(a),100 Stat.
3359, 3360.
44. Id. at 3367.
45. Id. at 3368.
46. Id. at 3361.
47. Grossman, supra note 36, at 98.
48. Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-603, §1(a),100 Stat.
3359, 3380.
49. Grossman, supra note 36, at 98.
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and/or going to jail.”50 Therefore, street vending became a viable option
and for many the only option to make ends meet. Participating in an informal economy, as a street vendor, comes with great risks. Vendors are highly
vulnerable without adequate safety, including criminal penalties. For example, Los Angeles Times reported 238 street sales convictions from January to August 1987 with 76 people serving time in jail.51 This is an ongoing
safety issue for street vending: sidewalk vendors have been subject to deportation since many cities and counties make violations of their sidewalk
vending ordinances a criminal offense, such as a misdemeanor or infraction.52 For instance, a woman ice cream vendor was arrested for pushing
too close to a school which resulted to facing deportation in February
2011.53 For many undocumented workers, there are no alternative financial
means nor safety nets, resulting in the acceptance of all the risks associated
with street vending. Throughout the years, criminal prosecution of street
vendors, for working and for surviving, started a fight towards a more inclusive economy.
A. THE START OF DISMANTLING THE ECONOMIC EXCLUSION:
SENATE BILL NO. 946 SAFE SIDEWALK VENDING ACT
In response to years of grassroots advocacy, the Safe Sidewalk Vending Act (hereinafter as “SSVA”), Senate Bill No. 946, was approved by
Governor Jerry Brown on September 17, 2018, which legalized street vending in California.54 The bill was introduced by former California State Senator Ricardo Lara, and it was spearheaded by the LA Street Vendor Campaign, which includes organizations like East LA Community Corporation,
Leadership for Urban Renewal Network, Los Angeles Food Policy Counsel, and Public Counsel.55 The LA Street Vendor Campaign was formally
started in 2012, but it all started in Boyle Heights in 2008, “when a group
of resident leaders with East LA Community Corporation began supporting
their street vendor neighbors who were having issues with the police giving
them tickets — harassment that lead [sic] to the eventual shutdown of a
thriving but unsanctioned night market on Breed St. and Cesar Chavez
Ave.”56 After more than a decade of collective activism and lobbying, on
January 2nd, 2020, the City of Los Angeles issued its first permit to legally

50. Grossman, supra note 36, at 98.
51. Bhimji, supra note 31, at 467.
52. Id. at 461, 466-467.
53. Id. at 470.
54. A Decade of Advocacy: Looking Back on the Los Angeles Street Vendor Campaign
& Toward a More Inclusive Economy, E. L.A. CMTY. CORP. (Nov. 27, 2018),
https://www.elacc.org/2018/11/27/looking-back-on-los-angeles-street-vendor-campaign/
[https://perma.cc/3TAH-FAHM] [hereinafter A Decade of Advocacy].
55. Id.
56. A Decade of Advocacy, supra note 54.
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sell goods in the streets of Los Angeles, which resulted pursuant to the
SSVA.57
According to the SSVA, a “sidewalk vendor” is a “a person who sells
food or merchandise from a pushcart, stand, display, pedal-driven cart,
wagon, showcase, rack, or other nonmotorized conveyance, or from one’s
person, upon a public sidewalk or other pedestrian path.”58 The Legislature
declared that “[s]idewalk vending provides important entrepreneurship and
economic development opportunities to low-income and immigrant communities.”59 Furthermore, “sidewalk vending contributes to a safe and dynamic public space, [and] [t]he safety and welfare of the general public is
promoted by encouraging local authorities to support and properly regulate
sidewalk vending.”60 Additionally, the Legislature found that “[t]he safety
and welfare of the general public is promoted by prohibiting criminal penalties for violations of sidewalk vending ordinances and regulations.”61
Thus, the intent of the Legislature is “to promote entrepreneurship and support immigrant and low-income communities.”62
Existing law authorized “local authority, by ordinance or resolution, to
adopt requirements for the public safety regulating any type of vending and
the time, place, and manner of vending from a vehicle upon a street,” but
SSVA prohibits the regulation of “sidewalk vendors, except in accordance
with the provisions of the bill.”63
What Local Authorities Can Do to Regulate Sidewalk Vendors:64
1. Limit hours of operation.
2. Prohibit stationary sidewalk vending in residential areas
that are zoned exclusively residential; this does not apply
to roaming sidewalk vendors.
3. Prohibit sidewalk vending near farmers’ markets, swap
meets, and temporary special permit areas.
4. Require sanitary conditions.

57. Javier Cabral, L.A. Issued its First Street Vending Permit, Here’s Everything You
Need to Know About This Historic Moment, L.A. TACO (Jan. 3, 2020), https://www.lataco.com/street-vending-los-angeles-report/ [https://perma.cc/54WR-MTRF].
58. CAL. GOV’T CODE § 51036(a) (2019).
59. S. 946, 2018, Legis. Serv., Ch. 459 (Cal. 2018).
60. Id. § 1(a)(3-4).
61. Id. § 1(a)(5).
62. Id. § 1(b).
63. Id.
64. L.A. CNTY. CONSUMER & BUS. AFFS., SB 946: General Info.,
https://dcba.lacounty.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Sidewalk-Vending-FACTSHEET.pdf [https://perma.cc/4YZ3-AASV] (last visited Mar. 20, 2022) [hereinafter SB
946: General Info].
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5. Require vendors to comply with the federal Americans
with Disabilities of 1990 Act and other disability access
standards.
6. Require a permit or license. This includes requiring the
sidewalk vendor to possess a valid California Department
of Tax and Fee Administration seller’s permit.
7. Request certain information about the business’ operations
(i.e., name, current mailing address, description of merchandise offered to sale).
What Local Authorities Can’t Do to Regulate Sidewalk Vendors:65
1. Require sidewalk vendors to operate in a specific area, unless the local authority is restricting vending to protect the
community’s health, safety, or welfare.
2. Require vendors to ask permission from businesses or anyone besides the government.
3. Prohibit sidewalk vendors from operating in public parks,
unless the park has a concession agreement, or the park is
restricting vending in to protect the community’s health,
safety, or welfare.
4. Restrict the number of sidewalk vendors, unless the city or
county must restrict the number of vendors to protect the
community’s health, safety, or welfare.
The SSVA victory was also a direct way to combat the Trump administration’s immigration enforcement efforts under Executive Order 13767
passed on January 25, 2017, which revised the ICE “criminal alien policy”
that “establishes rules under which unauthorized immigrants are potentially
removable because they have been convicted of a crime.”66 “ This revision
significantly broadened the number of immigrants who would be considered a priority for deportation.”67 For instance, during the Senate’s Third
Reading of SB-946, an example was presented of a sidewalk vendor who
was detained by ICE after the vendor had been cited for a fourth violation
of Rancho Cucamonga’s municipal codes in October 2017, which is a misdemeanor.68 Arguments in opposition were also presented, including arguments from the League of California Cities.69 The association argued that
65. SB 946: General Info, supra note 64.
66. ASSEMB. COMM. ON LOCAL GOV’T, SB 946 (LARA), S. 946, 2018 Cal. Legis. Serv.,
Ch. 459, at 7 (2018).
67. Id.
68. ASSEMB. COMM. ON LOCAL GOV’T, SB 946 (LARA), S. 946, 2018 Cal. Legis. Serv.,
Ch. 459, at 7 (2018). .
69. Id. at 8.
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“[a]dministrative fines alone are not adequate enough to properly deter unlawful activity. At some point, jurisdictions need the ability to impose
stronger penalties for those that continue to willfully violate a sidewalk
vending ordinance.”70 The street vendors and supporters prevailed as the
law required the dismissal of any criminal prosecutions under any local ordinance or resolution regulating or prohibiting sidewalk vendors that have
not reached final judgment.71 Furthermore, it authorized “a person who is
currently serving, or who completed, a sentence, or who is subject to a fine,
for a conviction of a misdemeanor or infraction for sidewalk vending. . .,
[as specified, to] petition for dismissal of the sentence, fine, or conviction. . . .”72

Fig. 3. Street vendors and supporters celebrate at Los Angeles City
Hall after Los Angeles City Council legalized street vending on
November 28, 2018.73
B. SENATE BILL NO. 1290: PROPOSED LEGISLATION EXPANDS
SYSTEMATIC BARRIERS FOR STREET VENDORS
SB-1290 was introduced by California State Senator Ben Allen on February 18, 2022, and seeks to amend existing law related to sidewalk vendors, specifically sections 51038 and 51039 of the Government Code.74 The
bill imposes additional regulations on sidewalk vendors.75 The proposed
bill would “authorize an enforcing agency that is issuing an administrative
70. Id.
71. CAL. GOV’T CODE § 51039(d)(1-2) (2019).
72. CAL. GOV’T CODE § 51039(g)(1) (2019).
73. Photograph of street vendors celebrating, in Elizabeth Chou, Street vending is now
legal in Los Angeles after City Council approves regulations, L.A. DAILY NEWS (Nov. 28,
2018), https://www.dailynews.com/2018/11/28/legal-street-vending-promised-for-yearsset-to-become-a-reality-in-los-angeles/ [https://perma.cc/H98N-Z5D3].
74. S. 1290, 2021 Cal. Leg., Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2022).
75. Id.
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fine to temporarily impound the cart and equipment of a sidewalk vendor
who refuses to accept the citation or notification of fine or refuses to show
identification until the sidewalk vendors accepts the citation or notification
and shows identification.”76 Therefore, a street vendor may lose their means
and method of work if they refuse show identification or refuse to accept
the arguably costly administrative fine, which can be up to $1,000.77

SYSTEMATIC BARRIERS PREVENT SIDEWALK FOOD
VENDORS TO OBTAIN A PERMIT TO LEGALLY VEND
FOOD
Although the legalization of street vending in California was a monumental victory, it did not eliminate the existing systematic barriers for that
directly play a role in the criminalization of street vendors. The criminalization is exacerbated by continuous harassment from law enforcement and
poorly suited state and local laws and procedures. In August 2021, Public
Counsel and the UCLA School of Law Community Economic Development Clinic released a report, Unfinished Business, that uncovered how
poorly designed and antiquated food laws make it functionally illegal for
most street vendors to sell food.78 The tedious navigation of the legal procedure in obtaining a permit and paying the associated costs alone jeopardize the ability for entrepreneurs to vend, legally. The following examples,
as provided in the report, have no geographic boundaries as they apply and
are visible throughout both metropolitan and rural areas.
Example 1: “A food vendor seeking a permit from LA County must
navigate multiple offices, secure multiple prerequisite documents without
adequate support, and follow a dizzying process only explained in English.
Selling unpackaged food incurs a minimum of $10,000 in startup costs, plus
$5,000 in annual fees. For workers earning an average of only $15,000 per
year, this amounts to a ban.”79
Example 2: “A sidewalk vendors’ carts must meet equipment standards that were developed for large food trucks. This includes requirements
for integrated multiple-compartment sinks, plumbing, ventilation, refrigeration, and high-capacity food storage. These design requirements mean that
the few carts available on the market cost thousands of dollars, and many
are too large for most sidewalks and too heavy to push.”80
76. S. 1290, 2021 Cal. Leg., Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2022).
77. CAL. GOV’T CODE §51036-51039 (2019).
78. Cassidy Bennett, et al., Unfinished Business: How Food Regulations Starve Sidewalk
Vendors of Opportunity and What Can Be Done to Finish the Legalization of Street Food,
PUB. COUNS. & UCLA SCH. L. ECON. DEV. CLINIC 1, 4 (2021).
79. New Report Exposes How Flawed Food Laws Fail Street Vendors, PUB. COUNS.
(Aug. 11, 2021), https://publiccounsel.org/new-report-exposes-how-flawed-food-laws-failstreet-vendors/ [https://perma.cc/F38L-2NQV] [hereinafter Flawed Food Laws Fail Street
Vendors].
80. Flawed Food Laws Fail Street Vendors, supra note 79.
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Example 3: “The California Retail Food Code (CRFC) bans slicing
fruit or reheating or hot-holding previously prepared food on an unenclosed
food cart, which ‘prohibits the core functions of two of the most iconic
Californian street vending operations—the fruit cart and the taco stand’.”81
California’s governing laws, such as the California Retail Food Code
(CRFC), perpetuates an endless cycle of criminalization and poverty.
CRFC imposes requirements on all retail food sales and violations of these
regulations can lead to criminal penalties for street vendors, including unpermitted vending as misdemeanors.82 The Unfinished Business report argues that CRFC was not designed with street vendors in mind, and will
require change by state lawmakers to provide necessary relief.83 The CRFC
legal framework evolved around motorized food trucks and large trailers
operating on the street so when street vending was legalized through SB946, the requirements became incompatible with smaller food vending
carts.84 For example, for vending carts that prepare food on-site, the vendor
“must carry at least 15 gallons of water for wash cooking utensils and
equipment, have a 3-compartment wash sink and a separate handwash sink,
and include a water heater capable of heating at least 4 gallons of water at
a time or an instantaneous heater capable of heating water up to 120º Fahrenheit.”85 A code-compliant cart and permit can cost more than ten thousand dollars, which is economically unfeasible for eligible vendors.86 Thus,
CRFC and state law target street food vendors by imposing unreasonable
compliance standards, which results to the exclusion of lawful participation
in the economy. It is not that street vendors don’t want to seek permits, but
rather the law is compromising their ability and accessibility from doing
so– they are being banned.
“Why come with the police? I don’t understand. They make us feel like
criminals,” said a street vendor at the Guatemalan Night Market in Los
Angeles County. On June 11, 2021, with police-assisted raid, the Department of Public Health confiscated their equipment and disposed all inventory. “Nothing in this country is free. We know that, but they don’t let us
work in peace.”87
Beyond the barriers imposed by state law, street vendors must obtain a
county and/or city permit(s), which regulate spatial and operational terms.
In addition, vendors are challenged with navigating relationships with local
businesses (i.e., restaurants), threatening enforcement practices by government agencies, and advocating for their own safety during everyday
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.

Id.
Bennett, et al., supra note 78, at 5, 27.
Id. at 6.
Id. at 13.
Id. at 23.
Id. at 6.
Villafana, supra note 1 (emphasis added).
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business operations (i.e., vulnerable to violent attacks).88 The pattern and
practice of enforcement and local government agencies has cultivated and
maintained a culture that challenges low-income sidewalk vendors and
their ability to work and thrive with dignity.89 Pursuant to state law, CRFC,
there is no need or requirement to involve the police department, but public
health inspectors are commonly accompanied by deputies when carrying
out enforcement actions.90

Fig. 4. Street Violence. Bernardo Perez, 58-year-old food vendor,
was shot during an attempted robbery in Stockton, California on
July 22, 2018. The suspects fired at least 10 shots leaving Perez
unable to ride the bicycle that he uses for work. Perez has been
attacked four times while selling food but refuses to stop because
this is how his family survives. “It’s all for the love of my family.

88. Bennett, et al., supra note 77, at 27.
89. Id. at 27.
90. Id.
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To give my family a better life,” said Perez.91 Through solidarity,
the community comes together to empower and uplift street vendors like Perez that are victimized by street violence, like Perez.

INTERVIEWS WITH STREET VENDORS: “WE DESERVE
RESPECT…”
The following interviews were conducted with three street vendors
from the San Joaquin County in March of 2022. Before going to college, I
actively spent my entire childhood selling ice cream, chips, and sodas
alongside my mother. My adolescent years primarily consisted of attending
school and selling from my mother’s pushcart and then ice cream truck.
Street vending allowed us to survive. It allowed us to pay late fees, fed us,
and gave us some dignity to address eviction notices. Through these interviews, I continue to learn from my mother and from those who I befriended
while vending in the streets of Stockton. For the purposes of this paper and
with respect to vendors’ wishes, their true names will remain anonymous.
Their stories define their strength, perseverance, and their solidarity to
protect their entrepreneurship and dignity. Behind their resilient creation of
community, one can feel the constant fear and risk. They are constantly
forced to navigate the legally constructed spheres of either being a “good
vendor” or a “bad vendor,” as determined by the established regulations.
As discussed in this report, these regulations disproportionally affect ethnic
minority workers that were given the opportunity to engage in legalized
street vending. Unfortunately, that is merely a promise waiting at the end
of multiple barriers that street vendors must adhere to before they are no
longer seen as criminals, but rather as protected entrepreneurs.
MEET KAUR.92***
Kaur is a 54-year-old ice cream vendor. She has been a street vendor
for over twenty years in Stockton, California. She is also my mother. In
1991, Kaur left her motherland of India and came to the United States. In
India, she held a ranking position as a commander in the Indian military;
she was trained as a sniper. “People usually never believe me until I show
them my picture in my unform,” she said (See Figure 5).93 When she first
arrived in the States, she struggled with finding employment due to the language barrier and newly developed health condition. She resorted to working in multiple assembly line positions in factories, including picking fruits.
“My legs would be swollen every night and I had four small children
91. KXTL, Stockton Food Vendor Shot in an Attempted Robbery, KRON4 (July 22,
2018), https://www.kron4.com/news/stockton-food-vendor-shot-in-an-attempted-robbery/
[https://perma.cc/KL49-U3NE].
92. Interview with Kaur, Street Vendor in San Joaquin County (Mar. 8, 2022).
***
Her responses were translated from her native tongue, Punjabi.
93. Interview with Kaur, supra note 92.
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waiting for me. I needed something that would allow me to take care of
them,” Kaur said when asked about why she became a street vendor.94
“There aren’t many work options for someone like me that doesn’t know
English. You get to own your own business. You are the boss and you do
not have to deal with supervisors that make fun of you [for not knowing
English]. I really enjoy it but it’s very hard work…especially in the heat.”95

Fig. 5.
When asked if she ever had any encounters with authorities like the
police or ICE, she said, “Too many. I remember the first time police showed
up to the house. You all [her children] were so young. From what your dad
understood from reading the notice, there was a complaint by a neighbor
because I stored the cart in the backyard. He gave me a ticket. I don’t remember how much it was, but it really scared me.”96 Pursuant to California
Retail Food Code §114295, all mobile food facilities must operate in conjunction to a commissary or other facility approved by an enforcement
agency. Vendors must store their equipment at these locations in order to
comply with state law.97
“I am not scared anymore, but it still hurts. I know that I am not doing
anything wrong. They [officials and health inspectors] should not pick and
choose who to apply the law against.,” Kaur added.98 Over the last three
months, she has been harassed and followed by officials for parking across
a school. She has been parking her ice cream truck there for over three
years, but her issues started when another vendor, a white couple, also
started selling food from a stationary cart. Kaur witnessed the couple call

94.
95.
96.
97.
98.

Id.
Id.
Interview with Kaur, supra note 92.
CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY § 114295(a) (2014).
Interview with Kaur, supra note 92.
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the health department on her, and consequently was forced to move (regulations are stricter at that specific location because of the street’s structure,
school, and park). “Why can’t we both sell? Why can they stay there… but
I’m the one that must move? I have no other choice but to try again the next
day and take the risk– that’s where I make most of my money. They think
I am stupid because I cannot speak their language. It hurts because I want
to stand up for myself, but they don’t understand me. I cried the whole way
home.”99 With watery eyes, she said, “If they [state and government agencies] don’t want us to work, then let us stay home with our families and
allow us to collect unemployment benefits. You can’t starve us. We are not
asking for handouts… so please let us work in peace.”100
When asked what she values about this form of work, she responded,
“It makes me happy when my customers are happy.” 101 Her tears were now
overshadowed by her bright smile. “They call me Mama and they recognize
me by the Hello jingle (a song on the music box). I have regular customers,
including little children that run out of their homes without shoes or with
only diapers on. They are always so happy to see me. They even get worried
about me when I don’t go around their block for more than a day or two.”102
She expressed how street vending and her truck allows her to have spatial
freedom. With mobility, she is able to build a loyal clientele and cover more
geographic territory per day.
Kaur was asked what she would like to say to the community, city officials, or the police that have contacted her.
My children fear for my safety and that is not fair for them. With
the stories you see on the news, my family is always worried…
they just want me to come back home safely. I have been shown a
gun twice before by teenagers, hit on the hand with a metal pipe,
called a bitch and a terrorist, and videotaped to mock how I speak
or while making sexualized comments about my body. I hope people that participate in this violence realize that I am a mother, a
wife, and a daughter. And to the city and the government, the law
is supposed to be fair. The law is hurting us, and we are not bad
people. We deserve respect and that doesn’t require knowing English.103
MEET LYNN.104
Lynn is a 26-year-old food vendor who sells various Filipino street food
and barbeque in Stockton, California. She has been helping and selling with
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.

Interview with Kaur, supra note 92.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Interview with Lynn, Street Vendor in San Joaquin County (Mar. 6, 2022).
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her family since they started a mobile food stand in 2006. When asked
about having any encounters with authorities like the police or ICE, she
said, “there was an incident with the police at one of our local parks, Angel
Cruz. This park is known for various Asian food stands that operate during
the spring and summer time. The police came and shut us down saying we
don’t have the proper permits, and even when we presented the permits,
they still told us that they were not correct and needed to go home. Since
my dad is undocumented, I had no other choice but to comply.”105 Lynn
added, “The police waited until we cleared the park even though there was
a line of customers. It was dehumanizing and embarrassing. We were told
that if we were caught again, there would be a monetary penalty and the
risk of losing our license all together. The next day, I had to leave school
early to go to the city office with my dad to verify if we had the proper
permits, and they told us that we did. It felt like a slap across the face.”106
“These raids and crackdowns are unfair. Majority of the street vendors
in Stockton come from Latin and Asian backgrounds and we rely on selling
food to support our families and pay for the roof over our heads. The city
official and the police always react and talk to us in a demeaning manner.
This one time, a police officer got visibly upset with my dad for not understanding some technical requirements, which left us feeling humiliated.”107
Lynn was asked, why are you a street vendor? What is something you value
about this form of work? She responded, “Well, going back to our roots,
my family-owned multiple food and produce stands in the Philippines. It’s
exciting to bring that type of food here in the United States. It is also rewarding to build a relationship with your customers and that personal connection is what keeps us going.”108
“Unfortunately, we have,” Lynn confessed when asked if she has been
harassed or judged by anyone, including members of her community, for
being a street vendor. “We were doing a local festival in a neighboring town
that is predominantly white. Since Filipino food isn’t too well known in the
area, we had a few people jokingly say our food looks nasty and told us to
take our Asian food back to our country. I always wanted to yell back…
this is my country!”109 Lynn continued, “Although most feedback that we
receive is positive, these types of experiences make us what to branch out
of Stockton.”110
“Being first generation American, the hard work that my dad and his
sibling have put in this business while working full-time jobs, is very admirable and has shown me that it does pay off. Everything is earned and
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
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Id.
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not given. What my family does is my passion. I love cooking and I love
the appreciation that consumers reciprocate. Even after graduating college,
I didn’t see myself doing anything else.”111 When asked what she would
like to say to city officials or the police who have contacted her/them, she
said, “Let us be. The looming thought of being shut down and not getting
an income for the day is an unnecessary stress added to the list of worries
for street vendors. Vendors shouldn’t have to worry about being deported
for making ends meet on a daily basis. I don’t want to lose my dad.”112
In a perfect world there would be a better and more inclusive immigration policy. A policy that allows immigrants to freely run
their businesses. There should also be an ease on permits and
fees… we had to take a loan out to get ours. There’s no way around
the fees. For the most part, the Stockton community is supportive
of vendors because of the rich street food culture that we have in
this city, but there are those that assault street vendors and vandalize their property. The senseless violence takes so much away from
us… just think about that before hurting us.113
In San Joaquin County, the only person that is exempt from all fees for
a peddler license is “a soldier, sailor or marine who has received from the
United States an honorable discharge or release from active duty under honorable conditions. . .”114 A peddler is defined as a person that “sells and
makes immediate delivery or offers for sale and immediate delivery any
goods, wares, merchandise or thing in the possession of the seller.”115 This
ordinance directly excludes undocumented immigrants (i.e., not a permanent resident) as their eligibility to join the United States military is currently barred– only very limited cases under the Military Accessions Vital
to the National Interest (MAVNI) program.116
MEET JJ.117
JJ is a 33-year-old street vendor, who is known for selling nachos (e.g.,
Hot Cheetos drizzled with nacho cheese and topped with jalapenos) and ice
cream. He came to the United States when he was eight years old. Both of
his parents became street vendors to make ends meet. “I saw them working
all day long. My mom would pick me up from school and we would get

111. Id.
112. Interview with Lynn, supra note 104.
113. Id.
114. SAN JOAQUIN CNTY., CAL. CODE ORDINANCES § 7-1032 (2005).
115. Id. § 7-1026(a).
116. The MAVNI Program: Military Accessions Vital to the National Interest,
CITIZENPATH
(May
1,
2018),
https://citizenpath.com/mavni-program/
[https://perma.cc/6F4Q-SWKP].
117. Interview with JJ, Street Vendor in San Joaquin County (Mar. 10, 2022).
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straight to work. I would help her push the cart. Do you know how hard it
is to push a cart through wet grass?” He laughingly asked.118
“After saving for about fifteen years, my parents were able to buy their
first truck. It was used of course… but it was new to us. I will never forget
that day.”119 JJ’s mother is now 58 years old and is still an active street
vendor and proudly owns her own truck. “It’s just me, my son, and my
mother. I take my son with me just like how my mom took me. He gets to
watch cartoons on his phone while I make money… which makes me lucky
but… I’m not supposed to have my son [a minor] in the truck with me.”120
When asked if he has experienced irregular and/or regular inspections
by any state officials, he responded, “Yes and it’s very frustrating to deal
with. About three years ago, my truck was stopped by the police. Thankfully my son was not with me. The police officer asked what I was selling,
and I told him that I sell pre-packaged ice cream and chips. I couldn’t believe that he [police officer] questioned me… as if I was a liar. He [police
officer] leaned over the sliding door and looked around, then he left. Not a
bye or have a good day… nothing.”121 How did that make you feel? “The
interaction played in my head all day long. I was thinking about my
mother… she wouldn’t even have known what the police officer wanted
because the only reason for that stop was to intimidate me. Man… just very
unnecessary,” JJ said.122
What would you like to say to that police officer or other government
officials who have contacted you? “Stop with the harassment. We pay the
fees, we get our annual inspections, we pay our taxes… we do everything
you guys ask and we are still harassed. I am aware that I have more protections as a licensed vendor now, but the harassment is the same. That has
not changed.”123
JJ was asked, if given the opportunity, would you want to engage in
another form of work, he [chuckling] responded, “That might be too late
for me. I like making my own hours and I can take any day off. I wouldn’t
be mad if my son wants to become a vendor, but I would want him to do
something else.” He added, “Something that is more stable and safer.”124
What can the community do to make you feel safe[r]? “Well, my uncle
was shot when he was selling ice cream when I was a kid… that always
stuck with me. I don’t wear my chains or anything valuable when I go to
work. I keep a bat in the back of my van after I was robbed. It doesn’t do
much though. I wish people didn’t rob street vendors. We’re easy targets
118.
119.
120.
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because we have money on us. We can’t go to a bank after every sale, so
they know we have cash.” He laughingly concluded, “This isn’t really
funny, but you know what it is? We stay getting robbed. If it’s not a stranger
on the streets, it’s the government with all the fees and fines.”

CONCLUSION: “SOLIDARITY IS A STRUGGLE”125
Legal street vending remains to be exclusive. Many of the barriers described in this report and discussed by street vendors need to be addressed
immediately. The following specific policy recommendations highlight
how cities, counties, and the state could proactively intervene in alleviating
barriers impeding street vendors.
1. Expand materials and translate program requirements, specifically applications. Counties and states can provide additional materials that summarize what is necessary to
comply with local and state regulations for street vending.
There should be specific and separate guidance and materials for sidewalk food carts. In addition, materials (i.e.,
applications) should be accessible in at least five of the
most common languages in each county. For example, the
top five spoken languages in San Joaquin County are English, Spanish, Tagalog, Punjabi, and Chinese, therefore
having materials available in additional languages directly
provides a more inclusive legal process for street vendors.126
2. Reduce permit costs. As described in this report, fees and
associated costs are high and create an undue burden on
low-income entrepreneurs seeking to start their own businesses. For many, the costs alone outright ban them from
obtaining permits. The fees can be adjusted to the type of
vending (i.e., sidewalk cart vending versus food truck
vending) with available reductions and waivers for low-income vendors.
3. Modify equipment requirements that are not compatible
with sidewalk vending operations. Some requirements that
apply to brick-and-mortar restaurants and food trucks are
merely unreasonable for sidewalk vendors to comply with.
Equipment barriers, such as the sink requirements in many
125. Veena Dubal, Professor, Critical Race Theory Lecture at University of California,
Hastings College of the Law (Feb. 9, 2022).
126. Demographics
Overview,
SAN
JOAQUIN
COUNS.
GOV’T
CAL.,
https://www.sjcog.org/236/Demographics [https://perma.cc/J9FX-NQNQ] (last visited Oct.
11, 2022).
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counties, make it physically impossible and/or drastically
increase expenses of constructing a compliant vending
cart. An alternative solution to maintaining public health
and safety would be to have neighborhood sinks (i.e., at
city parks and fire stations) where street vendors can have
access for use.
4. Remove criminal misdemeanor penalties. The CRFC’s
criminal penalties perpetuate an endless cycle of criminalization and exclusion. Instead of being charged with a misdemeanor for engaging in work, there should be a noncriminal education program that trains in understanding
the compliance requirements and helps in obtaining proper
permits and licenses (i.e., vendors will get subsidized or
free permits for completing the program).
To legislators, enforcement agents and agencies, and the community:

As a proud daughter of a street vendor, I plead that you listen and implement solutions. California has seen recent progressive changes towards
a more inclusive economy (i.e., the legalization of street vending), but truly
listen to the united outcry of street vendors. They want to participate in the
workforce without being subjected to unreasonable prerequisite financial
costs, unaccommodating code-compliant equipment standards that are detrimental to physical health, and without being seen as “outlaws.” They demand accessibility to be entrepreneurs and breadwinners without having
their dignities violated or compromised. Street vendors recognize and understand the holistic concern for public safety and the need for health code
requirements, but it should not come at the expense of their safety. Listen
to the echoes of the stories told by street vendors. Distinctive from the strategically executed laws and regulations, these demands are reasonable and
necessary for ethnic minority workers to engage in the economy, unrestrictedly and safely. Street vending provides freedom– free to be innovators and
entrepreneurs in this country– and that should be inclusively available to
all.

